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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of genomics over the past 20 years 
has led to dramatic discoveries in biology and fundamen-
tally changed our way of understanding biological systems. 
Biological thought is increasingly organized around the 
role of the genome in creating and regulating complex 
biological systems; explaining the diversity of life, evolu-
tion, and ecology; maintaining health; and contributing 
to disease. It has become common to describe this era 
of biological investigation and understanding as “post-
genomic,” reflecting the fundamental changes afforded 
by the genomics paradigm. Thus, “information flow, 
exchange, and storage” of genetic information, topics 
synonymous with genomics, are identified as core con-
cepts in Vision and Change (1). In this paper, we consider 
whether the emerging understanding of genomics as a 
core principle of biological understanding is reflected in 
the positioning of genomics within introductory, under-
graduate biology curricula. 

It has been argued that in the post-genomic era, the 
genome occupies the same position in biology as the 
periodic table in chemistry (10, 13, 21). In this context, 
understanding the genome becomes a predicate to un-
derstanding biological systems at the level of cells, organs, 
organisms, and even ecosystems in the same way that the 
periodic table paves the way to understanding molecules, 
chemical reactions, and materials. 

In an educational context, the order of instruction 
impacts student learning. The constructivist approach to 
learning, for example, posits that learning builds not only on 
prior knowledge, but also on broad cognitive frameworks in 
which new concepts and observations can be anchored (4). 
Furthermore, the connections that students form between 
different concepts are fundamental to their learning and 
represent a key difference between meaningful and rote 
learning (27). These notions are supported by scholarship 
demonstrating that the sequence of instruction in core 
scientific concepts, for example, in the form of learning 
progressions in K–12, is important for the design of effective 
curriculum and for students’ abilities to understand more 
advanced concepts (7, 12, 29, 34). In this view, a student may 
achieve a subjectively different understanding of develop-
ment, homeostasis, evolution, or health coming to these 
topics with a core foundation in areas other than genomics. 

Recognizing the foundational role of genomics in our 
contemporary understanding of biology and medicine, and 
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how the sequence of instruction in core scientific concepts 
can influence student learning of advanced science topics, this 
paper explores the positioning of genomics in undergraduate 
biology education. We ask whether genomics is positioned 
as a core concept in the teaching of undergraduate biology. 
We approached this question by identifying and analyzing the 
order in which key biological concepts are first introduced in 
textbooks for use in college-level biology courses.

There is extensive literature describing text analysis 
of biology textbooks, and many different methods have 
been used. For example, text analysis was used to ascer-
tain whether evolution is presented as a unifying theme in 
instruction on advanced biological topics by analyzing the 
number of words written on topics related to evolution 
(30, 31, 32, 33). Other works mapped the location of text 
related to evolution within textbooks, asking whether these 
words are more prevalent toward the front or back of the 
textbook (31), and whether they are used in chapters on 
different subjects that might reference evolution as a unify-
ing principle (26, 33). The observation that text describing 
evolution is most often associated with chapters on evolu-
tion or diversity, and is less often included in chapters on 
other topics, suggested that textbooks are not recurrently 
referring to evolution as a unifying theme of biology (26). 
The methods used in these works involved determining the 
frequency and distribution of specific terms throughout the 
text (26, 30, 31, 32, 33). 

Most recently, text analysis of high school biology 
textbooks has been performed as part of AAAS Project 
2061 (29). This study acknowledges the important role of 
textbooks in guiding students toward making proper con-
nections and forming deeper understandings within the 
context of a greater scientific picture. While its approach of 
deeply assessing one particular topic and all the connections 
between the underlying concepts is different from our own, 
the overarching premise resembles our belief that essential 
concepts must be positioned to serve as a fundamental 
organizing principle. 

The question we ask in this work is not whether diverse 
topics in biology are explicitly explained with reference to 
genomics, but whether genomic concepts are introduced 
early enough in the undergraduate biology curriculum for 
students to use them for understanding other biological 
concepts. To do this, we analyzed the content of 25 widely 
used textbooks for introductory undergraduate biology. The 
analysis was based on a lexicon of metaterms representing 
core biological concepts and the locations of where these 
concepts were first introduced in sufficient detail to serve as 
a foundation for subsequent learning in textbooks. We found 
that general biology textbooks designed for both majors and 
nonmajors introduce concepts related to genomics after 
text introducing cell structure and function as well as bio-
logical chemistry, but before text introducing higher-order 
biological processes. In contrast, genome-related metaterms 
in human biology textbooks were often positioned near the 
end of these books. This analysis raises questions about the 

positioning of genomics in “introductory” undergraduate 
biology courses and whether such courses provide appropri-
ate foundations for learning contemporary biological science.

METHODS

Textbooks

Textbooks for courses listed as general biology or 
human biology, for majors or nonmajors, were identified 
on the websites of major publishing companies including 
Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning, Bartlett Learning, Benjamin 
Cummings-Pearson Education, McGraw Hill, W.H. Freeman, 
and Wiley. Books were categorized as majors general biology 
(MGB), nonmajors general biology (NMGB), or human biol-
ogy (HB) according to the publisher’s designation. Several 
publishers offered multiple titles by the same authors with 
much overlapping content. To avoid statistical bias from 
over-representation of multiple books by one author, texts 
were eliminated within each category that had common 
authors and analogous content, even if they had different 
titles. All books used were the most recent editions avail-
able when this study was initiated and had publication dates 
after 2004. Twenty-five books (Appendix 1) were analyzed, 
which included 7 human biology, 7 majors general biology 
and 11 nonmajors general biology textbooks. 

Metaterms and data collection

A lexicon of 79 metaterms was generated representing 
core biological concepts (Fig. 1A). The lexicon was populated 
by first collecting chapter titles from each book. A standard 
nomenclature for the chapter titles was developed, and a list 
of key concepts associated with each chapter title was gener-
ated from chapter subheadings and expert knowledge of the 
field. A final set of 79 metaterms was selected from the list 
of chapter titles and associated concepts. While microbial 
and plant genomics are crucial to understanding biological 
systems, these terms do not appear in human biology text-
books and were eliminated to enable statistical comparison of 
textbooks for general biology with those for human biology. 

We define the “location” or “position” of a metaterm 
in a book as the page number where related concepts are 
introduced in sufficient detail to serve as a foundation for 
future learning. Page numbers were first identified in the 
index and the text at that location was reviewed. When the 
term was discussed in multiple locations within the book, 
the designated page number was the page where the content 
associated with that metaterm was first discussed in detail. 
When metaterms did not appear in the index, synonyms 
or subsumed terms, based on the original chapter titles, 
subtitles, or subsections as well as expert knowledge of the 
field, were used to identify pages where related content was 
introduced in the text. When the location of content could 
not be determined directly from the metaterms, a senior 
author reviewed the book to identify locations where related 
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content was introduced. In some instances, no related content 
could be identified. All page assignments were confirmed by 
at least two authors of this paper. 

Statistical analysis and Kohonen Self-Organizing 
Maps

Clusters were identified using Kohonen Self-Organizing 
Maps (SOM), an application of a competitive neural network 
algorithm (16, 18, 19). Algorithms and applications of SOM 
methods have been described elsewhere (9, 17). Analysis was 
performed using a standard statistical package, MATLAB 6.1. 

Briefly, SOM provides a non-biased, statistical method 
for quantifying the pairwise distances between each of the 
79 metaterms in the 25 textbooks and visualizing these 
distances on a two-dimensional lattice. The SOM algorithm 
considers the position of the 79 metaterms within each book 
to constitute a unique vector in 79 dimensions. Each of the 
25 textbooks constitutes a separate 79 dimensional vector. 
The SOM method involves calculation of a non-linear data 
projection of these vectors onto a two-dimensional lattice 
with independent weighting of each of the 79 terms. This 
is done through an iterative, neural networking process 
during which each vector is forwarded from a single input 
node to possible nodes in the output layer, and a weighted 
scoring function is calculated that minimizes the (Euclidean) 
distances traveled by the vectors. The output node that 
provides the minimal calculated distance becomes the new 
input node and the center of a neighborhood of vectors 
whose weighted distances are adjusted through subsequent 
iterations (8, 18, 19, 22). The algorithm converges, achieving 
maximum parsimony, when little or no change occurs in 
the weight vector between sequential iterations, at which 
point each of the 79 metaterms can be mapped to a specific 
node on the two-dimensional lattice based on the weighting 
function. The results are visualized in a classic Kohonen map 
(Fig. 1B) in which the 79 dimensional metaterms and their 
nodal positions are represented by a hexagonal lattice where 
individual nodes are represented by hexagons separated 
by intervening hexagons whose color reflects the distance 
between the adjacent nodes. 

In this representation, the metaterms that are most 
often closely associated are positioned within a single node. 
The nodes are positioned in the Kohonen map such that 
the distance between the metaterms in the set of books 
examined is represented by the geometric distance between 
nodes and also by the color of the intervening hexagons (16). 
Thus, nodes on opposite sides of the Kohonen map are most 
distantly associated in the textbooks, while those that are 
in adjacent regions are more closely associated. In addition, 
the calculated distance between the metaterms contained 
in adjacent nodes is indicated by the color of the interven-
ing hexagon using a rainbow scale in which red hexagons 
indicate a greater distance and blue hexagons indicate the 
least distance. In this analysis, the clustering of concepts 
in the textbooks is reflected by the juxtaposition of nodes 

within the lattice connected by hexagons on the blue end of 
the spectrum. The boundaries of a cluster can be recognized 
by hexagons on the red end of the spectrum, which indicate 
greater distance from nodes elsewhere in the lattice.

Textbook usage data

BOWKER’S PUBTRACK database of textbook adop-
tion in introductory biology courses was purchased from 
the publisher (3). These data describe textbooks used by 
over 11 million students, representing ~60% of the ~14.5 
million students enrolled in two- or four-year colleges or 
universities in the US in 2005 (25). Data on textbooks for 
courses in human, majors, nonmajors, and “all others” were 
included in the analysis. For this analysis, a list of “unique 
books” was generated to eliminate redundancies in the 
database. Each “unique book” combined all of the editions 
of a text with the same title, editions by the same authors 
and within the same category (MGB, NMGB, or HB) that 
have different titles (often expanded editions that include 
specialized chapters), and these texts sold as packages with 
supplementary material or laboratory manuals, which appear 
separately in the BOWKER’S PUBTRACK database. We did 
not analyze laboratory manuals. 

RESULTS

Seventy-nine metaterms (Fig. 1A) were selected. These 
terms describe content in general biology, human biology, 
and genomics. While plant and microbial biology is a central 
component of general biology education, these topics are not 
covered in human biology textbooks and thus were excluded 
from our statistical analysis. Twenty-three of the textbooks 
(92%) contained at least 90% of the metaterms. All 25 text-
books contained at least 55% (44 of 79) of the metaterms.

The average length of the 25 books was 817 ± 307 (SD) 
pages. For the 11 NMGB textbooks, the average length was 
702 ± 145 (SD) pages. For HB textbooks, the average length 
was 549 ± 51 (SD) pages. For MGB textbooks, the average 
length was 1266 ± 23 (SD) pages. 

Clustering of metaterms

Statistical analysis was performed to compare the 
positioning of metaterms (represented as page numbers 
denoting where content represented by that metaterm 
was first sufficiently described to serve as a foundation for 
future learning) in 25 textbooks for undergraduate biol-
ogy. SOM algorithms were used to identify clustering of 
concepts based on the location of metaterms within the 25 
books. Three clusters were recognized as regions of blue 
hexagons, indicating relatively little distance between the 
location of metaterms in adjacent hexagons, separated by 
“walls” of yellow or red hexagons indicating greater distance 
between the locations of metaterms in adjacent hexagons 
(Fig. 1B). The metaterms associated with the three clusters 
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FIGURE 1. Kohonen map showing clustering of 79 metaterms in 25 introductory biology textbooks. A) This set of 79 metaterms represents 
concepts commonly found in first courses of undergraduate biology, with an emphasis on terms related to human biology and genomics. 
Three clusters of metaterms were identified through SOM analysis of 25 introductory biology textbooks. Metaterms circled in blue (Cluster 
A) include mostly introductory content. Metaterms circled in red (Cluster B) include mostly genome-related content. Metaterms circled in 
green (Cluster C) include content describing organ systems. Lines within each cluster are included to denote metaterms that mapped to 
distinct nodes. Terms that did not map within any of the three major clusters are indicated as non-clustering metaterms. The two-letter code 
for each metaterm is included (Fig. 1B). B) This Kohonen map consists of alternating hexagons denoting nodes that represent individual or 
groups of metaterms, as well as intermediate hexagons that represent the distance between nodes. The color of each hexagon indicates the 
distance between adjacent nodes, with blue indicating close proximity and red indicating maximal distance. Metaterms, indicated by their 
two-letter code, are positioned by the SOM analysis so as to minimize the distances between terms in a projection of the 79 dimensional 
vectors representing each book onto the two dimensional lattice. Three clusters of closely linked nodes are highlighted. Those circled in 
blue (Cluster A) include metaterms associated with introductory content. Those circled in red (Cluster B) include genome-related content. 
Those circled in green (Cluster C) consist of content describing organ systems. The full designation of each metaterm is shown in Figure 1A. 
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are listed together in Figure 1A. Within each cluster, those 
metaterms associated with the same node, indicating the 
greatest proximity, are grouped in sections separated by 
lines (Fig. 1A). 

Cluster A (Fig. 1, blue circle) is comprised of metaterms 
related to introductory content, including: scientific method, 
cells, membrane functions, transport, basic chemistry, 
chemistry of life, and energy metabolism. Cluster B (Fig. 1, 
red circle) was revealed to include mostly genome-related 
metaterms, including: Central Dogma, DNA, gene structure, 
regulation of gene expression, and biotechnology as well as 
mitosis, meiosis, inheritance, cancer genetics, and evolution. 
Cluster C (Fig. 1, green circle) is comprised predominantly 
of metaterms related to various organ systems. Some, 
listed as “non-clustering metaterms” (Fig. 1), did not map 
to clusters; these include: infectious diseases, taxonomy, 
stem cells, and signal transduction. 

Distribution of metaterms

Figure 2 shows the relative location of metaterms within 
the three categories of books and plots the rank order of 
metaterms against their average relative position within each 
category. A relatively uniform distribution is observed in HB 
books, as evidenced by the slope of the curve in this visual-
ization. In MGB books, there is increased spacing between 
the locations of metaterms in the central core of the book, 
reflecting the absence of metaterms associated with plant 
and microbial biology. In NMGB books, the increased spac-
ing between the locations of metaterms is still evident, but is 
less pronounced than for MGB books. When the location of 
metaterms was ranked in order of average position within all 
textbooks, only 5 of 78 adjacent metaterms were separated 
by greater than 5% of the total length of the book. This oc-
curred in sections of the book that introduced metaterms 
related to non-mammalian species, plants, and microorgan-
isms, and in chapters with proportionally greater detail and 
illustrations. Two metaterms, “proteome” and “Griffiths 
or Avery Chase experiments,” were missing from 13 of 25 
textbooks (52%) and 12 of 25 textbooks (48%), respectively.

Positioning of metaterms

To compare the order of metaterms in MGB and NMGB 
books, a regression was performed between the average po-
sition of each metaterm in MGB books compared to NMGB 
books (Fig. 3A). While some local variation was observed, 
a very high correlation was found (R2 = 0.93, p < 0.01) 
between the positioning of metaterms in MGB and NMGB 
books. In contrast, the average position of metaterms in HB 
compared to MGB books (Fig. 3B) shows that there is no 
statistical correlation between the position of metaterms in 
these books (R2 = 0.01, p = NS). Two distinctly non-linear 
clusters of metaterms are visible in this regression. The first, 
reflecting terms that appear early in MGB books and late 
in HB books (circled in red), was comprised predominantly 

of metaterms associated with cluster B (genome-related 
material). The second, reflecting terms that appear early 
in HB books and late in MGB books (circled in green), is 
comprised predominantly of terms associated with cluster 
C (organ systems). 

The distinct position of metaterms in HB textbooks 
compared to MGB and NMGB textbooks is illustrated in a 
color-coded ordering of metaterms (Fig. 2). The blue bars 
indicate the position of metaterms associated with cluster A. 
The red bars indicate the position of metaterms associated 
with cluster B in MGB and NMGB books, and 70% of these 
terms in HB books. The green bar indicates the position of 
metaterms associated with cluster C in MGB and NMGB 
books, and 70% of these terms in HB books. 

We had previously observed significant differences in 
the lengths of MGB and NMGB books (average length: MGB 
= 1266 pages, NMGB = 702 pages). To examine how differ-
ences in the amount of content were distributed through 
these texts, the mean and standard deviation of the absolute 
page numbers for metaterms in NMGB textbooks (Fig. 4, 
grey circles) were plotted against the rank order of the 
metaterms determined for MGB textbooks (Fig. 4, black 
squares). In this analysis, the number of pages dedicated to 
each metaterm and its surrounding content is visualized as 

FIGURE 2. Position of metaterms in textbooks for first courses in 
undergraduate biology.  A) Position of metaterms in textbooks for 
human biology (HB). B) Position of metaterms in textbooks for ma-
jors general biology (MGB). C) Position of metaterms in textbooks 
for nonmajors general biology (NMGB). In each panel, the position of 
each metaterm is given as the average page number where content 
associated with that metaterm is introduced divided by the total 
number of pages in the book. Rank order is determined based on 
ordering of average metaterm positions. Blue bars, red bars and 
green bars indicate the position of cluster A, cluster B, and cluster 
C, respectively. In panel B (majors general biology) and C (nonmajors 
general biology) bars cover greater than 95% of metaterms in the 
cluster. In panel A, the green and red bars cover 70% of metaterms 
in those clusters. 
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the slope of the curve. Relatively little difference is seen in 
the amount of content dedicated to introductory topics 
(Fig. 4, cluster A, blue bar). However, differences in the 
amount of content are seen in the slopes of the lines through 
metaterms comprising cluster B (Fig. 4, red bar), although 
this contributed only a small fraction to the variation of the 
books’ overall lengths. No significant differences are seen 
in the slopes of the lines through metaterms comprising 
cluster C (Fig. 4, green bar). The greatest differences were 
observed for content describing plant and microbial life; 
these topics map to the central sections of the book and 
cover almost twice as much content in the MGB books as 
in the NMGB books. 

Finally, our set of textbooks contained two pairs of 
books by identical authors in different categories. To com-
pare the organization of these books by the same authors, 
regressions were performed between the locations of 
metaterms in each (Fig. 5). One set by the same author 

included a MGB and NMGB textbook. A very high degree 
of correlation was observed (R2 = 0.88, p < 0.01) between 
these books, with most of the variance representing a 
repositioning of a small number of metaterms (Fig. 5B). 
In contrast, the second set of books by the same author 
included a HB and NMGB textbook. No correlation was 
observed (R2 = 0.004, p = not significant) between these 
books, indicating that the order of metaterms had been 
rearranged (Fig. 5A). 

Textbooks in introductory biology courses 

To assess whether textbooks in our analysis are rep-
resentative of those used in undergraduate instruction, we 
purchased the BOWKER’S PUBTRACK database describ-
ing the textbooks purchased for introductory biology and 
human biology courses in the US. A total of 77 different 
textbooks were identified in this database. These books 
were required in 61,000 course sections serving ~2.7 million 
students. The 25 “unique books” in this study, including all 
editions of the texts examined, were used in 29,000 course 
sections enrolling 1.4 million students, representing 47% of 
all course sections and 50% of all students in BOWKER’S 
PUBTRACK database. Significantly, no other texts in the 
BOWKER’S PUBTRACK database were used in more than 
1% of course sections or by 2% of students. 

DISCUSSION

This work is predicated on educational research suggesting 
that the ordered progression of concepts plays an important 
role in the construction of student learning. Studies emphasize 

FIGURE 3. Correlation of metaterm positions in three categories 
of textbooks. A) Regression analysis comparing positioning of 
metaterms in MGB and NMGB textbooks. B) Regression analysis 
comparing positioning of metaterms in MGB and HB books. Two 
nonlinear clusters of metaterms highlighted (panel B) correspond 
to metaterms associated with cluster B (red circle) and metaterms 
associated with cluster C (green circle). 

FIGURE 4. Page positions of metaterms in general biology textbooks 
for majors and nonmajors. The average and standard deviation of 
page numbers for metaterms in MGB and NMGB books were plot-
ted against the rank order position of these terms in MGB books. 
The red bar indicating the position of cluster B metaterms and 
the green bar indicating the position of cluster C metaterms each 
cover 90% of the metaterms associated with those clusters (Fig. 1). 
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that learning scientific concepts is enhanced by connecting 
content in a way that enables students to construct an un-
derstanding of these concepts from their knowledge of core 
material.  This not only refocuses learning on critical thinking, 
as opposed to rote memorization, but also represents sci-
ence in a way that is congruent with the process of scientific 
understanding and inquiry. Moreover, this approach provides 
a functional foundation for future learning in both formal 
and informal settings. The maps created by AAAS Project 
2061 in the Atlas of Science Literacy, the literature on the 
use of concept maps (27, 23), and the literature on learning 
progressions (7, 12, 28, 34) are important examples of this 
perspective and how it can link to student development, 
instruction, assessment, and the process of science itself.

Our focus, however, is not on the construction or ef-
ficacy of learning progressions. Rather, we sought to describe 
the instructional sequence of concepts in the organization 
of textbooks for first courses in undergraduate biology and, 
by inference, the order in which concepts are presented 
in the first courses of undergraduate biology. For majors 
in biology and related disciplines, the first college biology 
course is often an “introductory” course that provides 
foundational knowledge. However, for students who do not 
major in biology, this course often represents their final aca-
demic exposure to biology (20, 24). For these students, this 
course has a particularly important role in establishing the 
foundation for students’ ability to use biological principles in 
their personal and public lives, and, potentially, for lifelong 
learning. We were specifically interested in the positioning 
of genomics in these textbooks and whether the increas-
ingly central role of genomics in biological understanding, 
biomedical research, and civic discourse (6) was reflected 
in the order of contemporary undergraduate curricula. Our 
results suggest that genomics is not positioned as a core 
concept in undergraduate biology education. All books in 

this study began with introductory content focused on the 
chemistry of life, cell structure and function, and membrane 
structure and function followed closely by content on energy 
metabolism. In textbooks for majors and nonmajors gen-
eral biology courses (MGB and NMGB), this introductory 
content was followed by genome-related content (Fig. 4). 
Our analysis shows that in both MGB and NMGB textbooks 
(Figs. 2B and C), there was relatively little distance between 
introductory content and genome-related content. This se-
quence is congruous with the learning progression proposed 
by Roseman et al. (28) for understanding the role of DNA 
in determining the characteristics of an organism.

In contrast to the organization of MGB and NMGB 
books, there was a great distance between introductory and 
genome-related content in HB books, and most genome-
related metaterms were located in the last sections. By 
locating genome-related content near the end, genomics 
is not positioned as core content upon which students can 
construct an understanding of other biological concepts. 
This is notably different than the positioning of genome-
related content near introductory material in general biology 
textbooks; it also diverges from genome-based paradigms 
that are increasingly central to biological understanding 
and inquiry.

This divergent instructional sequence in human biology 
textbooks could profoundly impact the teaching of biological 
science. The central concept of genomics is that the informa-
tion necessary to constitute the structures and functions 
of a living system resides in the sequence of the genome, 
and that the complex characteristics of biological systems 
arise from gene expression and the integrated functions of 
gene products. In this perspective, genomics is a predicate 
for biological understanding and inquiry. This progression, 
not observed in any of the three classes of books studied, is 
more closely aligned with the sequences observed in general 
biology books, where genome-related content closely fol-
lows content on basic biological structures and functions. 

In human biology books, genomic content appears 
almost as an epiphenomenon to reproduction and develop-
ment near the end of textbooks. This positioning does not 
convey the centrality of genomics in emerging biological 
research or medical advances such as personalized medicine. 
In fact, the positioning of genomics in the latter sections of 
lengthy introductory books raises the important question 
of whether one-semester courses are providing any instruc-
tion in genomics at all. 

In considering the implications of these data, we note 
that the books examined in this study were required or 
recommended texts in more than 60,000 sections of intro-
ductory or human biology in 2010, with an annual enroll-
ment of over 2.5 million students. While we are unaware 
of contemporary data comparing the order of classroom 
instruction with the content of textbooks, historically, text-
books have had an important role in undergraduate biology 
education. A 1980 report, still quoted in contemporary 
publications, states that “textbooks exert an overwhelming 

FIGURE 5. Correlation of metaterm positions in pairs of books 
by the same author for different courses. A) Regression analysis 
comparing positioning of metaterms in HB and NMGB books by 
the same author. B) Regression analysis comparing positioning of 
metaterms in MGB and NMGB books by the same author. Two 
highlighted nonlinear clusters of metaterms (panel A) correspond 
to metaterms associated with cluster B (red circle) and metaterms 
associated with cluster C (green circle). 
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dominance over the science learning experience.” That study 
found that “90 to 95 percent of 12,000 teachers surveyed 
indicated they used texts 90 percent of the time” (15). 
Other authors suggested “college biology textbooks have 
a great impact on the discipline… Biologists of the future 
are encouraged into the field in part by their interaction 
with the introductory textbook” (2). In fact, many studies 
suggested that textbooks could impact the curriculum (5, 
14, 15) and student learning (11, 15). While we cannot rule 
out the possibility that classroom teachers use this content 
in a different order, interviews with a number of the senior 
authors of these textbooks indicate that the outlines and 
content of their books are explicitly designed to conform to 
prevailing classroom practice. Several pointed to the practice 
of having in-service teachers review textbook outlines and 
chapters as they are written as providing not only peer-
review, but also information on classroom practice that is 
used to ensure that the text aligns with current practice to 
maximize sales. 

Finally, we would note that there is currently no evi-
dence that positioning of genomics late in the instructional 
sequence of introductory biology negatively affects under-
standing of the central role of genomics in biology, or that 
earlier positioning of genomics would promote a deeper 
understanding of other biological concepts or emerging 
biological research. Such inferences need to be formally 
validated through a rigorous assessment of learning out-
comes from courses that follow the instructional sequence 
observed in the present study compared to a reorganized, 
genome-based curriculum. 

We are currently assessing a novel course design for 
nonmajors, which begins with content regarding the struc-
ture and function of the genome. This course teaches that 
information necessary to constitute the structures and func-
tions of living systems reside in the genome of each organism, 
and that the characteristics of biological systems arise from 
the patterns of gene expression, the integrated functions 
of expressed gene products, and their intimate relation-
ship with the environment. Our preliminary observations 
suggest that the concept of the genome as information and 
mechanisms for regulating gene expression are challenging 
for students, whose previous courses have focused on more 
descriptive and phenomenological instruction. 

We believe the time is ripe for more concerted re-
search on how best to integrate the genomic paradigm 
into the biology curriculum and the perspectives of our 
students. Current scholarship is less focused on traditional 
textbooks than on the use of information technologies and 
the internet to create a more dynamic learning experience. 
Extensive content has been developed for undergraduate 
biology instruction ranging from teaching modules from 
institutions such as Cold Spring Harbor and the Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute, to the digital content accompa-
nying traditional textbooks and the open courseware avail-
able from MIT. Much of this content has been developed 
by leading investigators and institutions in genomics, and it 

might be predicted that these resources may offer a more 
genome-based perspective on biology. The analytical tools 
used in this report are well-suited not only for character-
izing structured datasets such as textbooks, but also for 
quantitative analysis of the “big-data” sets represented by 
these complex resources. 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Appendix 1: Textbooks included in this study
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